
Simply Striking

Make a statement with contemporary Vision blinds

 



Set the trend with a Vision blind

Two rooms in oneTwo rooms in one

Controlling the light while 

maintaining the view, create 

an impact with Vision; a 

striking new window blind 

for the modern home.

Vision is a stylish fabric that gently 

filters and softens daylight whilst also 

offering you the option of a privacy 

blind. 

The Vision blind combines the ideal 

balance of privacy and light control with 

the fashionable, eye-catching trend of 

bold stripes and colour blocking.

With a Vision blind you will enjoy the 

very best in quality, manufacture and 

design, along with the practicality of a 

low maintenance window blind.

The exceptional Vision range features 

sheer metallics, delicate subtle tones 

and natural wood weave effects, the 

perfect collection for any room in the 

home.

Child safety in the home is a primary concern 

for us all especially where young children are 

concerned, so to minimise the risk of unfortunate 

accidents we recommend the use of our safety 

options on all Vision blinds, such as a cord and 

chain tidy or cord and chain cleat.

Child Safety

Capri Ice

A brilliant 

new way to 

dress your 

windows



Contemporary shading, stylish practicality
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Partially Open | Translucent - Opaque 

Venice Black

Vision is an innovative new window blind that features two 

layers of translucent and opaque horizontal striped fabric. 

The front layer moves independently of the back allowing 

the stripes to glide between each other creating an open 

and closed effect, with limitless light control.

Sliding the fabric into a closed ‘opaque-opaque’ position 

allows full privacy and an impressive block of beautiful 

fabric at your window, whilst the ‘translucent-opaque’ 

position creates a stunning striped statement.

Vision blinds not only look great but are practical too, 

enabling you to soften excess daylight and reduce the 

glare entering your room. Easy to use, a single control is 

used to slide the opaque and translucent woven stripes 

past each other. The same operation is used to raise or 

lower the window blind to any height in the window with 

ease, in the same way the classic roller blind would. 

A Vision blind will also roll up fully into the attractive cassette 

headrail to reveal an uninterrupted view to the outside.

Partially Open | Opaque - Opaque

Closed | Opaque - Opaque | Privacy Blind

Closed | Translucent - Opaque



The choice is yours...

A gorgeous range of fabrics 

designed to enhance your home

Capri Ice

Capri Range

Capri Sand

Florence Range Milan Range

Venice Range

Capri Sand Capri GreyCapri Ivory Capri Mink Capri Black Florence Maple Milan White

Venice White Venice Gold Venice Silver Venice Black

Florence Oak Milan IvoryFlorence Teak Milan SandFlorence Walnut Milan Taupe

The ranges feature beautiful metallic finishes, pretty sheer fabrics, 

natural wood woven effects and  a fashionable selection of muted 

tones. Combined with a number of cassette headrail options, 

Vision blinds are sure to complement any interior design scheme.

Closed Cassette Closed Cassette with Fabric Insert

Open  Cassette with Fabric InsertOpen Cassette



Florence Maple

www.louvolite.com


